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My work as an artist has always
included a considerable proportion of
body ornament, costume and decoration
in general. I never put people in my
work - costumes are always empty;
jewellery has no wearers; artefacts no
users. I have always been fascinated by
those museum exhibits where you see a
miscellaneous collection of items from a
particular culture and have to deduce
the society from its leftovers, so to
speak . And I know that I have been
deeply affected by other people's
attitudes to my own appearance and
dress over the years - most probably
another reason for the absence of
people in my most personal world .
There is no doubt that bodily decoration
reveals a great deal about any given
culture. At the very basic level it reflects
a general human delight in personal
decoration. But it also performs all sorts
of functions, not the least of which is the
communication of signs and/or symbols
representative of the wearer's status,
power, respectability, occupation,
sexual availability, sanity etc. We tend
to believe that we can control behaviour
by controlling dress - school and army
uniform, corporate dress and peer
pressure at all levels of society. Some
sort of uniformity is sought by most
people (not necessarily consciously),
and those who differfrom the norm are
regarded as odd, reprehensible, or
even dangerous. I remember once in
the 1950s, at the age of 14, going to
church innocently wearing black nylon
stockings. After Holy Communion, I
turned around to return to my seat and
found myself facing a whole
congregation united in rigid disapproval
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of my scandalous legs. I was mortified.
People don't always look very closely at
others, but make fast assessments on the
basis of appearance. It may work
extremely well in very stratified societies,
but in ours the edges have become
blurred and such judgements can be
totally incorrect . For instance, it is
generally thought that if you wear punk
clothing you are anything from simply
delinquent, to degenerate and criminal.
Now, this is simply just not so. Most of
our major and most extensively
damaging crime is perpetrated by
neatly-dressed, most respectable-looking
gentlemen in business suits! And in my
experience, the punk-dressed young are
almost invariably gentle, honest, well mannered individuals, who simply love
dressing up.
Of course the greatest sin is to be
tattooed . By all means cheat on your
income tax, wife, business - but you
must never, never have a tattoo . Silly
isn't it? The reaction is out of all
proportion to the problem of indelibility
which is usually given as a reason
against it. The only reason I am not
tattooed is cowardice; it is painful and I
had enough trouble with all my earring
holes to be nervous.
I come from a long line of deeply
frivolous women . My grandmother,
embroideress, politician and local
beauty, was once dragged away from
a garden party to have her face
washed of 'paint'. To the chagrin of the
self-righteous washers, the colour was
all her own. My mother was the full
1920s' flapper, curled, bobbed,
dressed in amazing scarlet-fringed

dresses for the tea dances she went to
with her three fiances.
My daughter is an art student and
wears elegant layers of grey rags, nose
rings and hair like a rag doll in a
different colour each week . That's
another thing - why is it OK to dye your
hair a dull brown, but not in interesting
colours? For myself, I don't just wear
clothes; I wear costume - always have. I
have been through Edwardian,
Japanese, African, 60s' hippy rags and
a sort of corps de ballet effect, among
other things. I currently wear black
jeans (considered to be extremely
immoral in the 50s) and a black leather
jacket with an eagle on the back in
silver studs - a sort of up-market bikie
look, which caused great consternation
recently at a textile conference . Many
people regard leather and studs as a
sign of delinquency and some of the
conference people found it extremely
hard to cope with, especially on a
middle-aged woman whom they had
hitherto respected. Not any more!
So, I work in the area that I do, not
only because I love body ornament, but
also because its anthropological aspects
both irritate and amuse me. I'm sure I
really didn't have much idea of all this
at the time I started working specifically
in fictional anthropology . I thought only
how nice that I could use my academic
training in my work, but in retrospect,
past and present experiences have
certainly influenced me.
My invented world is called the
lmperium and consists of at least five
discrete societies, and I am working on
a sixth: people who make robes from
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the tattooed skins of captured slaves
who have been bested in single
combat . I have three planets, so I can
'discover' new civilizations whenever I
want , and can go backwards and
forwards in time to different cultures;
there is no end to it.
I wear a lot of tribal jewellery - not
expensive particularly , just showy.
People say to me 'I remember you
because of all your wonderful
jewellery' . Does this mean that if I take
it off I will become invisible? It was
perfectly natural for me that my first
society was ex-nomadic , carrying their
wealth in the form of costume and
bodily adornment . As they became
more sophisticated they developed a
complex system of ceremonial robes
which symbolised the wearer's
occupation, and indeed , symbolised the
wearer, since each one was individually
designed for the office bearer . They
were absolutely covered in gold and
jewels - must have been terrible to
wear!
I borrowed elements from Japan ,
Elizabethan England, Bedouin tribes.
Other societies combined New Guinea ,
Africa, Borneo etc. One people were
totally alien beings, a water race who
couldn't bear being on land and whose
robes were based on the colours and
textures of water . My favourite have
been the lboriisi, a savage people, all
of whose artifacts can be used as
weapons, but who believe that they are
peace-loving. They have a vile religion
where victims are sacrificed to a bird
god in order to predict the future of the
crops. I have a gentle, sensitive forest
race, and a new desert people who

make strange sail-like structures as part
of their religion.
My first collection was entirely
miniature, robes and jewellery made
from handmade and cast paper and
paint . It was body ornament , and yet
not - the robes were too small and
fragile to wear and even if they were
big enough, would be too heavy . The
jewellery you could wear, though many
people found it too confronting . One
lady couldn't face wearing a sacrificial
victim's necklace, possibly in the
magical belief that by wearing it she
would becomE' one . The amulets and
fetishes I included in later collections
were too worrying. All those bones.
People seem to hate the idea of bones,
of a skeleton living inside them. The
fear of death perhaps?
I like the contradictions of ornaments
that don 't ornament and clothes you
can't wear , like all those strange tribal
things in museums that you see and
cannot believe how anyone could wear
them. My recent work includes artefacts,
bags, baskets, masks, documents, maps,
travellers' records and so on. The robe
is still a central image, but I have
become less explicit , and in some
pieces the culture is only hinted at,
rather than clearly revealed .
One of the things I love about the socalled primitive cultures is their use of
absolutely everything in their
environment. None of this limiting
yourself to precious metals, but
embracing the lot - buttons, sticks,
bones, beaks, moss - whatever seems
like a good idea at the time. To a
certain extent I too do this. The basis for
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my work is paper , usually handmade ,
made from cotton, kozo bark and local
plant fibres . I often use commercial
papers for backgrounds and for
drawings. The jewellery combines paper
beads and paper elements cast in
plaster moulds, together wi th
commercial beads . I am about to make
a series of works of natural basketry
fibres, probably Forest People
neckpieces. The amulets are made from
all sorts of things - etched· silk, fibres,
bark, canvas. I keep a large collection
of objects as a palette to work with :
jars of dried bones, beads, threads,
plastic . Everything is printed or painted,
or sometimes stitched. I also use a wide
variety of graphic media: pencil, pastel,
oil pastel, oil stick, acrylic paint . I try to
maintain as high standards of
preservation as possible, and spend a
lot of time in research in this area , as
well as in the anthropological areas
which are my major source of
inspiration .
My eclecticism has spread into my own
jewellery too . A wool necklace with
odd charms that I found at a market
has grown and become a sort of
interface between my work and my life.
People keep giving me things for it bones, birds' feet, odd things - and it
has become a rich and strange artefact
from an alien world. I' m thinking of
drawing it as part of one of the
cultures. I hope this doesn't mean that I
have lost all sense of proportion and
am losing myself in fiction. If I start
sacrificing to the bird god , I shall be in
trouble . Perhaps I' ll get a tattoo ...

Inga Hunter
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Apron: lboriis, 12th century Post lmperium
This is believed to be an apprentice Sun Dancer's apron and
is the only one of its kind in the archives. It is known that

young Sun Dancers wear small ritual aprons which form part
of the ceremonial dress for their initiationceremonies. These
aprons are generally made in reds, browns and oranges sun-favoured colours; golds and yellows are reserved for
adult male dancers. The young boys and girls are kept for
some time in a special enclosure in the forest and are
rigorously trained in the ritual dances associated with sun
god worship. At the actual initiation ceremony the youngsters
dance to the god who grants them adult status in return for
their gift of stoic endurance. The endurance test takes the
form of tattooed sun-patternson arms and shoulders, a
painful experience because the patterns are many and
extremely intricate, made with a bone needle and the
astringent iuices of a special dye plant. The patterns are
made on parts of the body which can be covered by
clothing - a protection against marauding bird god followers
who are only too eager to catch and kill sunworshippers.

Mirror Teller's Necklace: Nrat-Tuan
12th century Post lmperium
The pectoral style of neck ornament for
delegates to the Court of the lmperium came
into fashion in the mid-11th century. This
pectoral is worn by the Mirror Teller, the
predictor of future events for people - as
distinct from everything else, which is done by
the Presentimentor.The creature represented is
a type of manta ray (this is as close an
analogy as is possible with an alien planet). It
is not known what the Nrati-Tuancall the
creature, but it is fairly certain that it is used in
some way to facilitate a prediction. The current
theory is that a number of species on the
planet have a psionic ability, rudimentary
perhaps, and this ability is harnessed by the
Nrati-Tuanto augment, or perhaps trigger,
psionic ability in themselves. Whatever the
case, the creature appears again and again
wherever prediction of the future takes place.
This is a typical representation of the animal
which is always portrayed in silver studded
with tiny iewels.

Sea Creature Necklace: Nrat-Tuan 9th
century Post lmperium
Although it is not actually stated, this necklace
is probably the one worn by the Chanter of
the Harvest, the stylised sea creatures are
identical to those worn on the shoulders of the
Chanter's Robe. The delicacy, length and use
of a number of small, separate units is typical
of the style of iewellery worn by delegates to

Robe of the Master of the Amphibians: Nrat·Tuan
12th century Post lmperium
The great amphibians of Nrat-Tuanare bred on the land
bridges which mark the divisions between the salt water and
the fresh. Amphibians are used for transport, pulling huge
reed rafts loaded with freight. Some are bred for their skins
and teeth, some are prized for their egg production. Almost
all Nrati-Tuanhave some sort of amphibious creature for a
pet, ranging from tiny water lizards to big alligator-sized
herbivores. Nrati-Tuaninhabitants are very close to their
animals, being water creatures themselves: able to stay
under water for extended periods, needing constant motion
and water on the skin, with webbed fingers and toes, hair
that is subtle living tentacles, though so human-likethat they
can, with care, pass for fair, young lrusaqi. The Master of
the Amphibians supervises the breeding programs and
makes sure that his staff are working responsibly. He or she
organises the marketing of amphibious products - a large
proportion of Nrati-Tuaneconomic production, both for
home consumption and for export.

the Court of the lmperium in the 9th and 10th
centuries. In later years the style changed, first
to something more like a pectoral and finally,
the use of neck pieces, and all jewellery, fell
into disuse entirely. Today the use of jewellery
is coming back into fashion, but only for arm
decorations - the necklaces are becoming
increasingly rare and precious, a coveted form
of investment among collectors.

Robemaster's
unknown)

Necklace: lrusaq (date

The Robemaster of lrusaq can be either male
female and is appointed on the basis of
creative ability. It is the Rabemaster's task to
design the individual robes for all the office
holders at the Court of the lmperium. The
Robemaster does not wear a robe, but
signifies the highly prestigious position by
means of a necklace. This necklace always
takes the form of the robe; it is a very
powerful symbol and is honoured by all.
Necklaces vary from a single string with one
robe image, to double and sometimes treble
strands, with multiple images. The
metalworkers of lrusaq are famous throughout
the lmperium and the Robemaster's necklaces
are typical of their work. Beads from lrusaq
are traded all over the lmperium, fuming up in
valued jewellery as far away as lboriis and
Nrat-Tuan.
or
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